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MEMORI at Centro de Arte Reina Sofía in Madrid

The Spanish MEMORI partner S.I.T. Grupo

Empresarial, S.L could welcome more than 100

participants from 20 nations all over the world to

the final MEMORI conference in Madrid. The high

interest caused, because museums, art

collections, conservation enterprises, insurance

companies, and art transport companies have to

face the same problem: Heritage objects on

exhibition, in storage or in transit may come into contact with a degrading

environment. Indoor climate including temperature, humidity and air flow

conditions as well as light (visible and UV) are often measured in heritage

institutions, however, air pollution is seldom measured. Now, by help of the

newly developed MEMORI measuring device, the indoor air quality can be

evaluated easily. Moreover, another important task of the project was to study

and analyze the effects of organic acids on organic objects in museums,

libraries, and archives, which was never done before in this extense. Jorge

Garcia, director of the Reina Sofia Conservation and Restoration department,

expressed his interest during his introduction speech about the MEMORI

dosimeter. Afterwards, the scientists, conservators and economists of the

MEMORI consortium presented in several sessions, how the MEMORI

dosimeter does work and how the prototype of the dosimeter is adapted to the

market.

Additionally, the MEMORI consortium presented state-of-the-art

recommendations for the mitigation strategies of airborne pollutants in museums

enclosures to give advice and support.

More information about the project and the results are available on the webpage

www.memori-project.eu All conference presentation can be found there as well.

MEMORI training for conservation experts

40 high class professionals and 

decision makers from heritage

institutions of 13 European countries

+ Japan had the opportunity to get

first-hand information on the

MEMORI technology during a

training event October 3rd in Madrid:

Stephen Hackney / TATE London

(United Kingdom), Michal

Obarzanowski / National Museum

in Krakow (Poland) and Paul Lankester / English Heritage (United

Kingdom) presented their testing experiences. They talked about the

occurrence of damage on different cultural heritage materials and objects from

their painting collections, historic houses and storing facilities and shared

experiences with measurements and results with the MEMORI technology.

Documentation of the training event is available here



MEMORI reader: hidden values

The prototype of the MEMORI dosimeter has been

successfully tested in more than 16 European

museums. This tool will be useful for conservators

and curators to identify the risks of environmental

impacts on sensitive cultural assets.

The MEMORI end user board clearly expressed

their expectations at the beginning of the MEMORI

development: “A tool, which is easy to handle at a

reasonable price for the assessment of

environmental impact on indoor cultural heritage”, this was the aim which the

MEMORI end user board formulated in February 2011 in their first meeting in

Bronnbach Monastery / Germany.

In October 2013 the end user board agreed “that our expectations were met

concerning the easy handling of the dosimeter, the reader and the MEMORI

software which analyses the collected data.”

Further information is available from John Ackerman of NILU INNOVATION.

Brochure – updated information

The MEMORI brochure was updated

with first results of test sites: The Tate /

London as well as the Royal Academy

of Fine Arts/Madrid share their

experiences with the MEMORI

technology.

Download the brochure for free.

“Conservation needs Innovation” : John Ackerman will bring
MEMORI technology to the market

Mr Ackerman, the MEMORI technology was presented

and broadly accepted by the conservators and

museums’ experts at the final MEMORI conference in

Madrid. When will the technology be available?

“We foresee that the solution will be available in phases

from release of the dosimeter with analysis expected in

early 2014 to the launch of the MEMORI reader in

roughly 15 months time.”

Is there already a price calculated for the dosimeter, the

reader and the analysis services?

“Pricing for the dosimeter with analysis will be ready in the first quarter of next

year and the reader pricing will come later following production testing and

analysis”

Conservators might appreciate to get information about the MEMORI devices in

their native language, how will you manage that?

“This will be handled in two ways. The first is that we will translate main

documents into various languages but we also search for distributors/partners

world-wide to assist with such support issues.”

MEMORI team – project completed

Three challenging years have come to an end – the MEMORI technology, which

was developed during 36 months in a European research project, is ready for

market introduction. Coordinator Elin Dahlin from Norwegian Institute for Air

Research (NILU) and the whole MEMORI team are proud of the final results.

During the next months the MEMORI web pages www.memori-project.eu will be



created as a service provider for

conservators, offering in-depth

information for conservators, experts

of museums, libraries and archives

and companies connected one way

or other with the conservation

sector.

Kind regards,

Karin Drda-Kühn (Association Culture & Work) / Katrin Wittstadt (Fraunhofer

ISC) for MEMORI
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For more information about the MEMORI technology, please visit www.memori-

project.eu or contact

Managing Director John J. Ackerman
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